Why does copyright in the church
deserve your attention? As a legal
reference, the term copyright is
defined as an intellectual property
right given to the creators of original musical, literary and dramatic
works. So while copyright is a fairly
straightforward concept, the details
of copyright law can be confusing.
And the administrative work for
churches securing proper rights
can be time-consuming.

Simplifying Copyright.

Does your church:

Empowering Worship.

Project song lyrics?
Print song sheets or song books?
Record worship services?
Use chord charts or lead sheets?
Share audio tracks for rehearsal?
Simplifying Copyright.
Empowering Worship.
Enabling Discovery.

Webcast worship services?

Enabling Discovery.
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If so, CCLI can help to ensure your church
is covered. And we can provide access
to the world’s greatest songs of worship.
We’ll show you how...

CCLI encourages worship within
churches throughout the world.
We empower affordable and legal
expression by simplifying access
to content, resources and media.
CCLI helps our customers to
Discover, License and Worship.

EMPOWERING WORSHIP.

ENABLING DISCOVERY.

Copyright License: protect your church

SongSelect®: find the music that moves you

CCLI ensures your church is covered. Simply and legally.

SongSelect is the definitive source for licensed content

Our Copyright License is tailored to your congregational

that draws from more than 100,000 songs of worship.

singing activities and provides broad coverage for lyric

You’ll discover and download current and traditional

storage, projections, song sheets, bulletin inserts, in-

audio previews, lyrics, and transposable chord sheets,

strumental/vocal arrangements and service recordings.

lead sheets and vocal sheets. SongSelect puts the

Optional rehearsal coverage enables duplication and

great songs of worship within reach — through instant

sharing of commercial audio recordings and custom

access to our extensive library of sheet music and

rehearsal tracks. Optional coverage is also available for

media — while reducing the investment of resources

streaming or podcasting recorded worship services.

required to find the best copyrighted assets for worship.

Product Highlights

Product Highlights

»»Efficient, cost-effective solution for legal compliance
»»Eases the administrative work involved in copyright
»»Enables a richly fulfilling congregational experience
»»Protects churches for typical reproduction activities
»»Facilitates collaboration and enhances performance
»»Celebrates and rewards the creative output of artists
Basic coverage includes:

»»Store/project lyrics
»»Print songs
»»Create arrangements
»»Translate songs
»»Record services

Additional coverage options:

»»Rehearsal: duplicate and share
commercial audio recordings
Streaming: post live recorded
service music to the Web or
church podcast

»»

»»Over 100,000 songs of worship at your fingertips
»»Discover songs by Title, Author, Lyrics, Theme and more
»»Simple access to Lyrics, plus Chord, Lead and Vocal Sheets
»»Quick Search, Favorites, Popular Song Lists, API Integration
»»Audio previews from world’s top labels and studios
»»Free access to all songs and resources in the public domain
With SongSelect, you can discover:

»»Song lyrics
»»Chord sheets
»»Lead sheets
»»Vocal sheets
»»Audio previews

CALL OR ORDER ONLINE
Personal assistance available M-F, 7 am to 4 pm, PT
+1 800 234 2446
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